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Venice Loves You - NOPDs
By Greta Cobar
Discrimination against those opposing Overnight
Parking Districts (OPDs) in Venice was in full swing
at the April Venice Neighborhood Council (VNC)
meeting.
No speaker cards were used for the discussion
concerning OPDs, and Marc Saltzberg, VNC vicepresident presiding over the OPD discussion, favored
those supporting OPDs. They were allowed and encouraged to speak, while those opposing OPDs were
marginalized and silenced.
As a result, the public is currently misinformed
when it comes to OPDs. Here are some facts to consider:
• Price: How much is it going to cost you to park
in front of your house? By how much will the rate
increase each year? How much will you and your
friends spend on parking tickets?
• Hassle: Do you look forward to going to some
city office miles from here to pick up your permits?
Is that something you want to do right before guests
are coming over, to have to go and pick up a permit
for them? What do you think will take longer, the
drive or the waiting in line?
• Domino effect, not democracy: Although two
thirds of all residents on a certain block would have
to sign a petition requesting OPDs on their block,
once one block signs such a petition, the blocks next
to it will be forced to do it. When a person living on a
block with OPDs has a visitor, that visitor will take
the parking space in front of your house if your block
has no OPDs. And therefore OPDs would create a
domino effect in which people will be forced into
signing up for OPDs on their block.
• Attention, beach residents!: Parking in your
area will become even more congested under OPDs.
Under the proposed settlement the area West of Pacific is not eligible for OPDs. Therefore all visitors
coming to Venice will be looking for parking in that
area.

• OPDs will not provide parking relief: Parking scarcity is a problem during the daytime, not at
night. OPDs will be effective 2am to 5am only, when
parking is not a problem in Venice. The only area
where it is difficult to find parking during the night is
West of Pacific. Ironically, OPDs are not going to be
an option in that area.
• OPDs are illegal: Everybody needs to have 24
hour access to the entire Coastal Zone, which lies
West of Lincoln. Not allowing people to park during
certain hours anywhere within the Coastal Zone is a
violation of the Coastal Act.
• Restriction of access: Sharing the Coastal
Zone with people who are not as lucky as we are to
live here is a Venetian responsibility. Restricting access through OPDs is wrong, immoral and unethical.
• Selective targeting and discrimination: “As
a result of the Oversize Vehicle Ordinance people
living in RVs have moved to vans,” stated Mark
Ryavec, who is responsible for bringing forward this
new settlement. The real intent of OPDs is to target
people living in vehicles. Although that attitude
might fly high in other parts of town, it really goes
against the Venice way of doing things.
The only person not supporting OPDs who was
allowed to speak during the meeting was Sara Wan,
former commission member with the California
Coastal Commission. She warned that OPDs would
change the characteristics of our community. She
also warned that the city of Los Angeles needs to put
in place all proposed changes in order to accommodate OPDs before the parking restrictions go into
effect. She mentioned that the city does not have a
good record of following through.
Wan emphasized the fact that the settlement is
only tentative, and it still needs to be approved by
the Coastal Commission. In her opinion, because the
Commission had not approved two very similar settlements in 2009 and 2010, it is likely and expected
to follow its precedent rulings.
Continued on page 10

Vote on the new
Medical Marijuana Ordinance
Tuesday, May 21
See page 3 for more info
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Dear Beachhead,
Re: "Sidewalk and bus stop taken over by New
Owner of Venice Historical (sic) Post Office"
As one of my neighbors pointed out, Angelica Huston (misspelled Houston) had nothing to do with removing Venice's historic colonnades on Windward
Avenue. It was Robert Graham. Huston is guilty only if
you consider women to be clones of their husbands.
I trust the next issue will correct the statement that
a woman was to blame.

Jim Smith
P.S. I doubt that Huston was the last millionaire to
move to Venice.

Dear Beachhead,
Thank you for your recent article concerning Overnight Parking/RVs/Campers. The streets are not free.
All residents and citizens pay for their preservation and
maintenance. The Coastal Commissioners are hypocrites.
Playa del Rey, Hermosa Beach, El Segundo, Manhattan Beach, Santa Monica and Redondo Beach, all
have signs that are near the seashore or Beach which
restrict overnight parking of all vehicles of any size all
the time. The signs in Playa del Rey were installed 30
years ago. No surfers, vendors or fishermen have ever
complained. Never. Restricting public access to the
beach is a mere fabrication.
LAMC 85.02 makes it illegal to lodge or sleep in
your motor vehicle from time to time and overnight.
This will not be accomplished in a public parking lot or
street. It is illegal.
The oversized vehicle signs are designed to assist
and help LAPD merely enforce our laws. The streets
are free and public. The RVs and Campers cannot invade a public street and merely stay in a parking spot
for many months or years and claim that space as their
own property land. Adverse possession does not apply
to a public street. There are 2000 free parking spaces
for RVs and Campers at LAX.
We have short memories. Are our public streets
dedicated for the Campers and RVs to extract and remove “human waste” pumped onto the streets?????

Loyal Reader and Fan,
Michael Millman

Karl Abrams
Ann D. Murphy
Lawrence Jesse Glazer
Denny Lyons
GreenScene Gardens
Hoagies
Abbot’s Habit
Abbot’s Pizza
John & Mickie
Tina Catalina Corcoran
Douglas Eisenstark

Dear Beachhead,
With decisions pending on Overnight Parking Districts, which I strongly oppose, there is no way I can support Eric Garcetti for mayor. Allow me to explain.
I was living in Silver Lake (the 13th LA City Council
District) when Jackie Goldberg was our City Council
person. As Silver Lake was becoming more and more
"Hipster invested" and gentrified, rumblings were being
heard about bringing Permit Parking to the area. Most of
the long-time Silver Lake residents and Jackie Goldberg
herself were opposed to it. When Goldberg went to the
CA State Legislature for a few months, the district was
without a seat on the City Council, so nothing could be
done for or against Permit Parking.
Then election time rolled around and it was time for
the 13th District to fill its seat on the City Council. I did
not support Eric Garcetti then either. Instead I voted for
Jackie Goldberg's brother. Garcetti won and has been on
the City Council ever since. His election brought with it
almost immediate changes to the 13th District. Only
weeks after he took his seat on the Council, much to the
dismay of its residents, Silver Lake got Permit Parking.
And the flood gates were opened to developers and hyper
gentrification. Not unlike what is happening in Venice
now.
On a strictly anecdotal level, I was friends (and still
am) with a person who worked on Eric Garcetti's first
campaign for City Council. She was so appalled by his
about face on issues and stances he took during the campaign, that she swore she would never work on another
candidate’s campaign ever again.
Gruel or Garcetti, neither one is progressive. And I
expect whoever gets into office to be as big a disappointment as our present Mayor has been. But who ever
you vote for we here in Venice should all be steadfast
against OPDs! If they come to be, Venice will lose a great
deal of the freedom and character that brought us here to
begin with.

Thank you,
Dear Michael Millman,
Thank you for writing in regards to my article published last month. Yes, all citizens pay for the preservation and maintenance of streets, therefore the streets
need to be available to everyone, not just the residents.
The Coastal Commission was born as a result of a
public vote concerning the Coastal Act of 1976. Therefore, the majority of voters agreed with the Commission’s mission of treating the Coastal Zone as different
from other parts of the state. Your opinion that the
Coastal Commissioners are hypocrites may be different
from the majority of voters in California.
The Coastal Commission has the right to treat each
coastal zone differently when it comes to parking restrictions depending on several issues, such as beach
access and parking availability. Santa Monica’s landscape and the number of parking garages available is
quite different than the situation here in Venice.
LAMC 85.02 has nothing to do with Overnight
Parking Districts (OPDs). Furthermore, using OPDs as
an excuse to selectively target people sleeping in vehicles is against the law.
There are other measures in place to prevent a vehicle from occupying the same spot for over 32 hours,
but selectively enforcing that on people living in vehicles is against the law as well.
Who do you think is going to dump more waste on
the street: someone living in a vehicle or someone
sleeping on the street? The Jones Settlement prevents
you from removing a person taking shelter during the
night in front of your house. Vehicles can be eliminated,
people cannot.
Thanks for reading and supporting the Beachhead!

Sincerely,
Greta Cobar

Anthony Castillo
Venice 90291
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Venice Stakeholder OPD Pain in the Ass
By Peggy Lee Kennedy
The California Coastal Commission denied
Overnight Parking Districts (OPDs) in June 2009 and
again in June 2010. The stated reasons for the June
2010 OPD denial by the Commissioners, the ones
written in the Coastal Commission decision findings,
were how the City can put in the Oversized Vehicle
Ordinance without a Coastal Permit and it would
solve the perceived problem (homeless people living
in RVs) without causing as many problems for some
residents (the people living on walk streets near the
beach and near Lincoln who do not have street parking and who would be negatively affected by the
OPDs).
After the June 2010 Coastal Commission’s denial of Venice OPDs:
1) Councilman Rosendahl’s office (Council District 11) applied the Oversized Vehicle Ordinance
widely in Venice.
2) The LAPD formed a special Venice task force
that arrested/towed/terrorized RV dwellers out of Venice.
3) The much publicized and anticipated Vehicle
to Homes program never (ever) supplied one parking
space in Venice for the displaced Venice vehicle
dwellers.
4) A federal lawsuit (Desertrain v. City of Los
Angeles) was filed regarding the civil rights violations incurred by the LAPD upon Venice Vehicle
Dwellers during the intense RV removal efforts by the
City. The Desertrain case is currently in the 9th Circuit
court of appeals.
5) The Venice Stakeholder Ass. filed another lawsuit for OPDs, with which we are now dealing.
The City has resolved, harshly and unconstitutionally, issues with Vehicle dwellers in Venice. It
should not now be trying to present a settlement
agreement for the Venice Stakeholder Ass. lawsuit
that includes Venice OPDs. The entire intent of OPDs
in Venice is to remove Vehicle dwellers, because they
are unable to purchase a permit to park on a public
street between 2-6am. The Commission agreed to
Oversized Vehicle Ordinance as the solution. Feel free
to see the decision findings at: http://bit.ly/ZVfVA5.

Furthermore, complaints have been repeatedly
submitted to the Coastal Commission regarding the
city of Los Angeles violating the Coastal Act by closing the beach without the required Coastal Development Permit, and also removing free street parking in
the Venice Coastal Zone, effectively removing beach
access. This especially affects low income people
wanting to visit the coast.
The removed free parking complaint refers to an
extraordinary amount of street parking (miles of possible free beach parking for low income inner-city
people) which the City has placed restrictive parking
signs on - without even considering a Coastal Permit
or providing replacement parking.
1) This is a violation of Coastal Act Section
30210 (In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of
Article X of the California Constitution, maximum
access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the
people consistent with public safety needs and the
need to protect public rights, rights of private property
owners, and natural resource areas from overuse.
Amended by Ch.1075, Stats.1978.) and Section
30211 (Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired through
use or legislative authorization, including, but not
limited to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal
beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation).
2) This also violates the Venice Coastal Land Use
Plan. The city of Los Angeles signed the Venice
Coastal Land Use Plan in 2001, which agrees to replace parking on a one-to-one basis. But the city has
only ignored this contract by continually removing
parking in the Venice Coastal Zone, while restricting
any extremely meager new parking through parking
meters or time limits.
Rosendahl and the Venice Stakeholder Ass. consistently claim that OPDs are some kind of a “civil
right.” They say that because other surrounding beach
areas have permit parking in Coastal Zones, then so
should Venice! First, permit parking is not in our Bill
of Rights and, secondly, the fact that so many coastal
communities have permit parking should be an extremely compelling reason to not allow any further
permit parking that restricts or eliminates street park-

ing – until there is a study of the “cumulative effects”
that permit and restrictive parking has had on low
income people regarding access to the California
Coastal Zones.
Without knowing the cumulative consequences
of so much restricted parking in the Coastal Zone, the
Coastal Commission cannot know how all these years
of patch work mitigations and unenforced blatant violations of the Coastal Act (restricting public access to
the coast) has cumulated into. Recent CEQA court
findings have leaned in favor of requiring an assessment of the cumulative effects of development. Unfortunately, the Los Angeles Department of Transportation rubber stamps each and every permit parking
saying that CEQA does not apply.
But CEQA does apply in this case, and an assessment study should be conducted prior to the approval of any more permit parking, specifically in a
Coastal Zone. The fact is that the city of Los Angeles
has violated Environmental Impact Study requirements with every permit parking ordinance it approves by not addressing the cumulative effects. And
each so-called temporary permit parking (temporary
to avoid recognition of environmental effects) is simply re-approved over and over by the city.
Besides, why is the Coastal Commission rewarding a Coastal Act violator (the City of Los Angeles)
with a Coastal Permit? Also because the current OPD
(Venice Stakeholder Ass) proposed settlement is
based on a lawsuit, the community has been excluded
from any real input regarding OPDs. Keep in mind
that this is a Coastal Zone development project denied
by the Coastal Commission two years in a row with
packed meetings filled with public members completely opposed to OPDs in Venice – each time.
So people get ready, we need you again! This
OPD lawsuit settlement is supposed to be heard at the
June 2013 Coastal Commission meeting in Long
Beach. We will have sample letters and updates
posted at www.justice.wetnostril.net and if you want,
email humanrights@freevenice.org asking to be
added on the list for email updates. Venice needs you
again to show up and to write letters to the Coastal
Commission.

Tell the Bullies to Seek Help
By Lisa Green
I am defined by part of community as a vehicular
dweller, and/or Homeless. I've been a consistent figure on Venice Boardwalk across from Venice Bistro
for 5+ years. I'm an artist, an earthkeeper. I spend
most of my time "outside and available," dedicated to
liberating the human family from our limitations,
fears, and misunderstandings. At night I sleep inside
my van with my dog Tiki, because I choose this lifestyle to illustrate an alternative way of existence. I
live a simple life, as holistically as possible, and more
than one documentary has been captured to make
record of my example.
The true costs of how I function in life are of
more value to humanity, the earth and all existence
than most of you can comprehend right now, especially if you are still putting money above love and
life. Recently, I've heard some of you state, "Well,
this does not apply to you, just to 'those people'. "
Well, that comment not only reeks of ignorance but
implies that the "powermongers" are giving me an
opt-out clause for good behavior, when I have not
requested or demanded either. I stand by my word
and my actions. When you attempt to separate our
community, you tell me a great deal about your state
of mind, and your mental and emotional health. I
believe that the greatest work begins within the self. I
live by example - that is my truth. Let's get to the root
of the problem at an individual and collective level.
OPD's are a form of regressive taxation, and exclusionary. Who is behind this effort and why? Mark
Ryavec continues to appear to be the spokesperson
for an ongoing campaign to rid Venice of people that
he does not accept as part of the community. When I
see someone with a pattern of hostility, of negative
thinking, of abusive behavior, loads of anger, and
attacking others, I recommend a community intervention using non-violent conflict resolutions, life coaching, counseling, and yes - love. When will Mark
stop? He was overstepping his authority at the VNC
meeting yet again. Why is that acceptable to some of
you? This man is misusing power. Are you afraid of
him? Tell the bullies no. Tell the bullies to seek help.
To seek inside themselves.
We live in resource based world. The economics
of energy is a governing principle. Instead of spending time and energy on penal, regressive, and oppres-

sive measures which cost us emotionally, physically,
socially and environmentally long before they cost us
monetarily, focus on solutions that empower people,
that teach, and guide us towards equality, towards
harmony.
Instead of making most people pay a fee to park,
like OPDs, we must take actions to focus political
will that have the corporations, and the economically
rich pay their fair share. Do you really believe those
taxes you are paying are fair? Are you getting enough
back for what you give? Well, most people are telling

me no, yet continuing to do the same thing expecting
different results.
This is our world. One planet. One people. Our
task is to learn not just to survive, but to thrive. Say no
to OPDs and those that misuse power. Take action in
healthy ways. In order to thrive we have to accept
unity within the diversity. We have deep wounds to
heal. Let's come together. Let's stand for equality. Let's
stand for justice. Let's help those that require guidance
in ways that are compassionate and empowering, and
treat people with dignity and respect.

Beachhead Voter Recommendations for the May 21 Elections
Proposition
C

D

E

F

What it means
Set limits on political campaign spending
Corporations should not have the Constitutional rights of human beings
Put pressure on the federal government to overturn Citizens United
Limit the number of Medical Marijuana shops to the 135 that opened prior to the
September 2007 Moratorium
Forcibly close about 800 successful medical marijuana dispensaries
Cram operations into 85% less medical marijuana shops
Open the door to price control by a few businesses without enough competition
Increase commute time to medical marijuana dispensaries
Decrease convenience to medical marijuana patients
Referred to the ballot by the Los Angeles City Council
Almost identical to Proposition D
Limit the number of Medical Marijuana shops to the 135 that opened prior to the
September 2007 Moratorium
Allow the existent 900 or so Medical Marijuana dispensaries in Los Angeles to continue operating
Do not allow dispensaries to be within 1000ft of schools
Require background checks on all dispensary employees and volunteers
Impose a 20% sales tax on medical marijuana
Limit dispensary hours of operation
Require that dispensaries test and analyze medical marijuana for pesticides and toxins
Require each dispensary to file an annual CPA-reviewed audit of its operations with
the city controller’s office
Submitted to the ballot by a group of collective and cooperative operators organized
under the name Angelinos for Safe Access.

Vote
YES

NO

NO

YES
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The Truth About Terrorism
By Mark Lipman
This may be uncomfortable to hear, however, if
we truly want to solve the problem of terrorism, we
have no choice than to reflect honestly about the facts
and root causes that have brought it about. To end
terrorism, there must be a process of recognizing the
actions that are responsible for it, so that we can arrive
at a place of reconciliation, where those motivating
forces of anger, fear and hatred no longer control and
decide the direction we take as an entire species.
Today, in the aftermath of the bombing of the Boston Marathon, with the renewed debate of terrorism
taking hold of our political theatre, it is now more urgent to confront this issue than ever, for in its wake, we
as a people have one of two directions with which we
can go. Either one of more danger, insecurity and intolerance, where we rush into cutting even more civil
liberties and enhancing the security state – the same
course that has led us over the past 12 years to a world
that is less safe and less stable; or we can take this as
an opportunity to look at where we as a people have
fallen off course, and repair the system that has led us
to where we are today.
Right now, at this very moment in time, calls are
rising up to treat an American citizen – accused of a
horrific crime – on U.S. soil, as an enemy combatant –
to strip away his civil liberties and prosecute him in a
military tribunal, outside of the transparency of our
established judicial process.
There are those who say that this person – because
of the acts committed, because of the seemingly overwhelming evidence of guilt – does not deserve due
process of law – that he falls into a special category.
Oh, but what a slippery slope this course puts us
on.
It is urgent, now more than ever, to detach ourselves from the raw emotions of the moment and think
deeply about the consequences to which we are leading
ourselves. It is not about a single individual, but rather
about who we are as a people. By setting the precedent of stripping the civil rights away from one person
– regardless of how terrible the actions and accusations
may be – we open the door for policy that allows the
government to justify the taking of civil rights away
from all of us.
At this moment, in Massachusetts, legislators are
calling to re-instate the death penalty for “certain types
of crimes,” which includes the murder of police officers and government officials. While on the surface
this argument can be manipulated to sound like common sense, should it not be pointed out that any such

law enacted would be in clear violation of our Constitution, and the 14th Amendment, in which it clearly
states, “No State shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of
the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor deny any person within its jurisdiction equal
protection of the laws.”?
Should we not remind ourselves that the Constitution, and the Amendments made to it, was written to
protect the people and citizenry from the abuses of
power by the government, and not the other way
around? By calling for laws that create a tiered system
of citizenry, where those employed by the government
are above those of common status, it undermines the
entire framework of who we are as a people and nation, and is patently un-American.
Instead of using an act of terror as the justification
to change who we are, should we not examine what led
to that act in the first place, to prevent such a thing
from happening again?
There is no condoning the acts of violence. The
murder and maiming of innocent people is deplorable
and has no justification. Yet, as intelligent, moral beings with the capacity of thought, are we not capable of
understanding the motives and root causes of those
actions, to change what creates these types of acts.
An important question that must be asked is that if
the murder of innocent civilians – women and children
– by bombs and other devices is a horrible, unacceptable crime here on our streets, is it not also a horrible,
unacceptable crime when that bomb explodes on the
streets of another country in the form of a military
drone strike, killing innocent women and children?
Is not the horror, loss and pain the same for those
human beings, as it is for us here at home? Are we not
capable of understanding and feeling their pain as
well?
In recent days, we have seen attacks here at home
of terrible proportions. Violent crime is worse than it
has ever been, and increasingly it has been perpetrated
by those who are barely out of their teens. What is it
that is leading the youth of our nation to commit such
actions? What the politicians say is that it is related to
mental health issues. To this I must agree.
Let us consider that those who are lashing out the
most violently were mere children and babies 12 years
ago, on 9-11. Due to the direction in which we were
led, and were silently complicit to, the only world they
have known is one of war and violence, one of fear and
intolerance. Would it not only make sense that we

have an entire generation of youth suffering from posttraumatic stress?
The real danger that we face today is that if we, as
a nation, do not seriously address this situation, by
accepting the fact that we have been on the wrong
course, for over a generation and more – that war has
only made this world a more dangerous place – that
our only option, for our children and their futures, is to
end this permanent state of war in which we have been
living.
For too long, we have been pointing at an individual, at a group, and saying to ourselves that “they” did
this to us – that “they” hate our freedom. No one hates
freedom. The very idea is ridiculous. People, all people, cherish freedom. What we as human beings hate
is slavery and oppression.
The only ones – the only ones – who would ever
hate freedom, are the masters at the very top, who enslave the rest of us. It is they, who are the real terrorists, who are dividing us on lines of race, religion and
status, of gender and belief – arming all sides – using
every opportunity to tighten our belts, while they keep
getting fatter. It is they, who have gutted our economy
and infrastructure with war and greed. It is they, the
major corporations, the arms traders and manufacturers, the banking CEOs and oil executives, who buy off
the politicians and policy makers that write the laws,
sending our military into foreign countries to plunder
the resources of this planet, without any respect for the
life, liberty, or property of others, who care nothing for
the rights and freedom of those they conquer. It is
they, who profit off of the suffering of all the people on
this planet, and warp the conversation and our public
policy towards the very hatred, fear and intolerance
that fuels the terrorism that they claim to be fighting
against.
This is the truth and the source of how we got to
where we are today, and if our true goal is to end terrorism – to provide a planet of peace and stability for
our children and future generations, then we need to
put our war drums aside and work actively towards
addressing those root causes.
The first step towards that is to admit to ourselves that yes, we are imperfect beings – we do make,
and continue to make, mistakes and from there to work
with purpose to make amends and reconciliation, by
showing responsibility for the direction we are on –
responsibility for our own actions. In the end, it is not
a question about them, but instead a question about us,
about who we are, and what we are becoming.

VNC Forum Regarding Santa Monica Airport
By Martin Rubin
Closing Santa Monica Airport seemed to resonate
on the Saturday afternoon of April 27, as the Venice
Neighborhood Council threw a forum focused on how
Santa Monica Airport (SMO) impacts Venice, Mar
Vista, and other Los Angeles neighborhoods. The forum took place in the Pen Mar Park gymnasium, drawing a good crowd of approximately 200 very interested attendees. With a very decent array of snacks
and beverages, no one seemed to mind that the opening remarks started 45 minutes late. There was plenty
of time to mingle.
VNC Airport Committee Co-Chairs Laura Silagi
and Abigail Meyers, as well as VNC Vice President
Marc Saltzberg (who acknowledged several noteworthy attendees), spoke briefly before introducing Los
Angeles Councilman Bill Rosendahl who, in this reporter's opinion, has done more to address our critical
community SMO concerns than any local official, bar
none. Bill spoke about this and that, acknowledged
several in the crowd, and of course spoke strongly
about how SMO should be shut down. There were
three Santa Monica city Council Members in attendance: Tony Vazquez, Ted Winterer, and Gleam Davis.
Having had the honor of putting on several Forums with Bill over the past eight years, I know that a
strict agenda timeline is but a guide, as forums have a
tendency to take on a life of their own.
I had the honor of the first presentation. Bill introduced me and I spoke as the director of Concerned
Residents Against Airport Pollution. My presentation,
accompanied by 31 slides, was titled "Santa Monica
Airport's Impacts On Los Angeles, The Fairness Factor." My intent was to bring to light facts that are overlooked by the City of Santa Monica, yet have a devastating effect on the airport's Los Angeles neighbors of

Venice, Mar Vista and other West Los Angeles neighborhoods.
Next on the agenda was a presentation by David
Goddard, chair of the Santa Monica Airport Commission, accompanied by Santa Monica resident and attorney Jonathan Stein. They spoke about a plan to
take back 2,000 feet of the 5,000 foot runway that
would dramatically curtail the airports operations.
Because of delays, the science segment was
shortened to just one presentation by South Coast Air
Quality Management District's Phil Fine, who spoke
about his two studies performed at SMO.
Moving then to the political segment moderated
by former CA Assembly Member Betsy Butler, we
heard from our Council Member elect Mike Bonin,
our City Attorney candidates Mike Feuer and Carmen
Trutanich, CA State Senator Ted Lieu and Congress-

man Henry Waxman. Waxman received the most applause when he stated that if the communities of Los
Angeles and Santa Monica wanted the airport closed,
he would work to make that happen. The Santa Monica Airport’s Fly Neighborly Program, as well as other
fairness factor issues were discussed. Speakers shed
light on possible solutions.
I consider the forum to be a huge success, as
much valued information was gleaned, and a spirit of
political cooperation was enhanced.
For more info, visit: www.jetairpollution.com
Martin Rubin is the Director of Concerned Residents Against Airport Pollution
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Censored at the April VNC Meeting: Interview with Sara Wan
By Greta Cobar
Sara Wan, former California Coastal Commission member, attended the April 16 Venice Neighborhood Council (VNC) meeting. She spoke with the
Beachhead subsequent to the VNC meeting, and this
is what she had to say concerning Overnight Parking
Districts (OPDs) in Venice:
Beachhead: What do you think about OPDs in Venice?
Sara Wan: The residents in Venice don’t know the
long-term effects of OPDs, and neither does the public. The April 16 VNC meeting was rigged. There
was no attempt to listen to what problems might be
created for homeowners, residents and members of
the public. The presentations were very one-sided.
How are they going to determine who gets to vote in
order to establish OPDs?
Beachhead: Were you unhappy with the VNC meeting?
Sara Wan: The meeting was a big disappointment –
they did not allow me to say what I wanted to say. I
wanted to give a little background on why the commission turned OPDs down twice – the public should
know what the reasoning was. VNC reps limited me
to talking only about the current settlement and told
me that if the public wanted to know more about the
previous defeated attempts to establish OPDs in Venice, they would address those questions to me during
the Question and Answer section. However, when
someone did ask me a question, Marc Saltzberg, who
was presiding over the meeting, directed Mark
Ryavec to take over the microphone from me, which
he did. He then took all the allotted time to express
his position, and I was never allowed to answer the
two questions the person had for me.

Political cartoon by Khalil Bendib

Beachhead: Is the city of Los Angeles questioning the
Coastal Commission’s jurisdiction over parking?
Sara Wan: The original intent of all of this was to
challenge the California Coastal Commission’s power
to regulate parking by stating that parking does not
fall under the definition of “development”, and therefore is not under the jurisdiction of the Coastal
Commission. “Development” is defined in the
Coastal Act as anything considered to be a “change in

density or intensity of use.” Parking is definitely a
change in intensity of use.
By voting in support of the California Coastal
Act of 1976, the public stated that the Coastal Zone
be treated differently than the rest of the state. The
city has the power to regulate parking outside of the
Coastal Zone, but the city does not have the right to
over-ride the Coastal Commission.
Beachhead: What do you think about parking restrictions in the Coastal Zone?
Sara Wan: Parking restrictions create preferential
treatment for the people who live there. OPDs are
against public access and are designed to limit the
public’s ability to park and therefore to use the beach.
OPDs are against the Coastal Act of 1976.
OPDs will eventually lead to Preferential Permit
Parking (PPD, which allow residents within 1500 feet
of major commercial streets to apply for 24-hour
permit parking). PPD would limit non-resident parking to a few hours, while residents with a City permit
could park with no restrictions.
Beachhead: How is the city of Los Angeles bringing
the issue of fairness into the discussion concerning
OPDs?
Sara Wan: One of the main issues raised by Rosendahl’s s office has been the matter of fairness (if the
rest of the city can have OPDs, it is unfair for Venice
not to be able to have them as well). This is an attack
on the Coastal Act – if you think that the Coastal
Zone should be treated no different than the rest of
the city, then you don’t think there should be a
Coastal Act, which was voted by the people.
Beachhead: What do you think about the current
midnight to 5am curfew on the beach and Ocean
Front Walk?
Sara Wan: It is illegal. The city never got a permit
from the Coastal Commission for the curfew. The
public needs to write to the Chair of the Coastal
Commission and ask the Commission to take action
to deal with the enforcement of the curfew and initiate enforcement action against the city.
Beachhead: Do you think that by increasing the
number of parking spaces available in the early

morning hours the new settlement might be approved
by the Commission?
Sara Wan: No, all those parking lots are supposed to
be open 24 hours, they should be used for public access now.
Beachhead: What can the public do to let the Commission know that they are against OPDs in Venice?
Sara Wan: The public needs to understand that this
is not a set thing. Attend the Commission hearing in
June ( Long Beach City Council Chambers, 333 W.
Ocean Blvd., Long Beach), following which the
Commission could deny the settlement establishing
OPDs in Venice, could approve them with modifications, or approve them as they are now.
Letters can be sent to the San Francisco office
(45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000, San Francisco, CA
94105-2219) to be forwarded to the each of the
commissioners. Some of the commissioners have
their addresses listed on the Commission’s website
(http://www.coastal.ca.gov/address.html), and in that
case letters can be sent to them directly.
Phone calls can be made to the Long Beach office (562-590-5071) for further questions and comments.
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Barnyard Bullies

By Ian Dean
The Neo-Venetians are at it again. Barely a month
has passed since one Venice institution (Glencrest
BBQ) has been forced to close due to gentrification,
another is in potential jeopardy.
This time it's your local hair parlor, Paper Scissors
Rock. Potentially at the hands of the not so "Local
Hangout since 2013," The Barnyard.
The location that was formally "Benice," and before that "The Ho,t" and many other institutions. None
of the occupants of 1715 Pacific Avenue have been so
brazen or greedy as to try and usurp the next door
neighbors at 1711 Pacific Avenue. Until now....
Paper Scissors Rock is a slammin' little building,
covered in graffiti and bright blue paint. It lives up to
its distinct name, both in practice and in spirit. When
you walk inside, you can clearly see and feel the individuality and unique draw, compared to any other parlor. That individuality is included in the stylists that the
"Floyd's Barbershop" chains could only pretend to be.
The place clearly sends a message to any who pass its
threshold that this is no frou frou salon.
Opened in 1986 by 5 friends, who migrated to
Venice from a salon in Santa Monica when they
wanted to try something new. They set up shop on Pacific, and have been rocking the shears and buzzers
ever since.

The shop and its inhabitants have seen three owners of the property come and go over the years, as land
tends to swap hands. It was never was a problem, since
the owners always tended to be fair,as long as the rent
was paid. Now it would seem the best 2 out of 3 is just
not enough.
It all started on March 19th, when one of the
original 5 stylists, Masao Miyashiro, was sent a link
from an acquaintance to a news item in a blog. It appeared on LA.Eater.com, titled "Paper Scissors Rock
Could Fold For New Venice Restaurant." The blog
stated how the location property of 1715 Pacific (The
Barnyard) had applied for a liquor license. The only
problem is they applied for the license under the address 1711 Pacific, which is Paper Scissors Rock.
Interestingly enough, the same day this link was
emailed to Miyashiro, a letter of notice was delivered
to his home in the nearby apartments, from the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. It stated that
an application had been made for a liquor license for
1711 Pacific Ave, but the notice was dated March 13th.
Let's not jump the gun just yet, and make assumptions. The Barnyard as a whole does not own the property it rests on, and it does not own the property of
1711. Itt could be just a mistake on the LAeater's part,
however one of the co-owners of The Barnyard restaurant DOES own both properties.

A mistake...riiiiiiiight.
The owner of both properties in which Paper Scissors Rock and The Barnyard stand, according to the
public records I obtained from the County Assessor
Office, is Jose Bunge. However, the application of the
said liquor license, according to the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, was filled out by two
companies, under the names CFJ, LLC and HHHC95,
LLC. Both offered very little information as to WHO
exactly they were with some online fact checking.
I spoke to Deb Kennedy, the owner of Paper Scissors Rock, and the lessee of the space in question. She
informed me the very day Miyashiro received the
posted notice on his door, he printed a copy of the
LAeater column to show her. The owner (Bunge)
walked in to the shop, went straight to Deb and said, "I
filed for a liquor license, what do you think?" Kennedy's reply? "Yeah, we heard you want to build a restaurant," as she turned to her supply box and and
pulled out the printed copy of the online blog. Bunge
immediately grew irate, and was taken aback. "Who
wrote this?," Bunge demanded. "It's not true, that's not
what's going on," he insisted.
I asked Kennedy, "If that's not what's going on,
then what IS going on? Why would he be applying for
a liquor license for a hair salon?" "That's what I was
wondering myself," said Kennedy. "But he then went
on to say how he would move me to one of his other
spots, and he even showed me one, but it really was
not to my liking. It had no parking, and we need space
for our clients' cars."
Another interesting fact, aside from not informing
Kennedy till after filling out the application, was the
actual LACK of the paperwork for the Liquor License
that was legally supposed to be properly displayed.
According to the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, a license that has been applied for must
have a sign of notification placed in full view to the
public on the window of the property in question. This
notice was not put up at all for over a month, and when
it finally was put up, it wasn't the legitimate paperwork
required by law, nor was it on the right window (it was
posted on the door to 1711 1/2, the apartments just
above Paper Scissors Rock). The "notice" was just two
separate pieces of printer paper scribbled in squarish
letters with blue sharpie, that states on the first sheet "
POSTED ABC" and below it on the other sheet "LIQUOR LICENSE."
The only official paperwork posted was not for the
liquor license at all, but for a notice informing filming
would taking place. Finally weeks after the fact, with
phone calls complaining to Stacy Williams, the Licensing Representative for the Department of the ABC, a
proper notice has been posted, but there is no date
specified as to when the application was filled out, and
certain sections are blacked out with sharpie, not indicating the proper fields.
Kennedy has a year lease left, and does not want
to make waves to anger her landlord, or do anything to
jeopardize her location while she still has it, but if one
were to take a step back and look at the situation from
a distance, this truly seems like Bunge is manipulating
the situation, tweaking the laws regarding protocol to
get what he wants.
– Continued on page 10
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!e balle#na clo$ turns 25

Above the entrance to the CVS Pharmacy is a sight
that will persuade you to get back on your meds.
RoadsideAmerica.com

By Delores Hanney
It’s as emblematic of Venice as Mickey Mouse ears are of Disneyland. The 30-foot
tall jester in a tutu is peculiar, to be sure, but its consummate oddness somehow makes it
a suitable avatar for this its unconventional hometown. 2013 is the silver anniversary of
its flamboyant reign.
It stands there at Main Street and Rose Avenue, a full story above the sidewalk on
its kitty-corner Renaissance Building perch. Designed by Santa Monica architect Johannes Van Tilburg and built by first owner Harlan Lee, the building is home to commercial
enterprises – such as the CVS Pharmacy – to pricey condos, vacation rentals, and housing for low income seniors; in addition to its function as way-visible display space for
the kitschy Ballerina Clown.
Created by Jonathan Borofsky in his Topanga Canyon studio, the wiggy sculpture is
constructed of aluminum, steel and painted fiberglass. It was fitted with an electric motor that allowed the right leg to kick back and forth – ballerina fashion – until the
mechanism was turned off in order that the hum not be a botheration to the lawyer lady
living right behind it. Along with the tutu, its quirky ensemble includes a pair of white
elbow-length gloves that some say look more like washing-the-dishes gear than glamour
wear. Two barely noticeable tiny red tears appear to slowly slide down its face.
The sculpture was commissioned by the aforementioned Harlan Lee. Borofsky offered him three suggestions: one traditional, one less so, the third – and chosen one –
clearly over-the-top. It therefore conformed to what Borofsky termed Lee’s “flair for
stirring things up.” Demonstrating success for this very thing, it seeded a whole bunch
of controversy including a petition to have it removed circulated by a little assembly of
aspirant taste arbiters. The petition was countered by a review written by L.A. Times art
critic, Christopher Knight, reeking with respect for the statue.
The piece is hardly typical of the artist’s work, which tends to be spare, streamlined
and dynamic. Using names like I Dreamed I Could Fly or Human Structures, Borofsky
has spawned ginormous public installations around the world: in Switzerland, France,
Germany, England, Norway and Canada; in Japan and South Korea and China – not to
mention all the stuff in private collections – thus staking out for himself a claim to art
big kahunaship. Weirdly enough, he was not so famed here in the United States till
around 2004 when a temporary installation of Walking to the Sky went up in New York’s
Rockefeller Center.
Born in Boston in 1942, his interest in art began percolating to the surface early on:
a predictable symptom of his DNA given that his mother was a gallery owner, an artist
and an architect. Dad was artistic, too, but his field was music. As a child Jonathan
Borofsky was especially inspired by a Paul Gauguin painting that hung at the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts; well, less by the image than its title: Where Do We Come From?
What Are We? Where Are We Going? It triggered in him philosophical musings he would
glom onto as the overarching theme of his future work, in which he seeks to explore
these heady, meaning-of-life questions.
He received a BFA from Carnegie Mellon University, an MFA from the Yale School
of Art and Architecture, between which he sandwiched in study at the Ecole de Fountainebleu in France. In 2006 Carnegie Mellon conferred an honorary doctorate of Fine
Arts.
– Continued on page 10
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Happy Mother’s Life
By CJ Gronner
Please let me take this opportunity to spill my
heart all over the place and humbly THANK my two
homes, Venice and Minnesota.
If you've ever met me you know that my Mom is
a big deal to me. I've never met a better lady, ever.
She had a heart attack in Minnesota while I was on
the phone with her in Venice. I was beside myself.
Minnesota friends went to her even before I could.
Venice friends got me there overnight.
Minnesota friends picked me up at the airport,
took me straight to the hospital, and gave me strength
to handle seeing my Mom all hooked up to a million
things. The way her face lit up when I walked in absolutely proves the power of love to heal. Venice/LA
friends called and texted and let me know that we had
thoughts and prayers going in my absence. People
everywhere that I didn't even know attended Church
told me about adding my Mom to their prayer chains.
Facebook blew up with beautiful messages and offers
of ANYTHING to help, from every place I know
people internationally, especially Venice, especially
Minnesota, particularly from the unusually close and
timeless friends that were/are Richfield Spartans.
Minnesota friends brought me lunch, stole me
away for a stiff drink, made a party for me when I got
home late one night so I could see friends, and held
me while I cried on their shoulders, both from fear
and joy.
When I'd leave the ICU to check messages, every
time there was new love and light shining on us from
sunny Venice. This was extra needed when there were
not one, but TWO April blizzards while I was back,
which I was totally unprepared for, packing wise. I
was the only person in Minnesota thrilled about it,
since I'd missed Christmas back there this year, and
tried to keep it to myself as they are OVER it.
As I became used to the awful lighting (and food)
of the hospital, I started to feel sick and in pain myself. Stress piled up on my neck and shoulders, and I
started to feel hypochondriac-ish. That's when my
dear friends, Christine, Jane and Kate stepped in and
took me out of the hospital to hear some music and
get some fresh air for an hour at the MacPhail Center
for Music, where Jane is the lead singer in her 10 year
old rock band. Perhaps to Jane's embarrassment, her
"Fairy Godmother" also needed to rock, and blow off
some steam, even if for just a sorely needed hour out
of the Heart Center. The 10 year olds gave me the
uplift and spirit to go back to the hospital, stronger
and more hopeful - both for my Mom, and the future,
with kids as great as these coming up.

I would read Mom messages from my family of
friends in both homes, and see her eyes regain that
familiar twinkle every time. Just knowing that you
have so much love lifts you up to feel like you can
handle anything. And we did.
Mom had scary surgery on her beautiful heart. It
went well, and the only reason they didn't have to
admit me to the Psych Ward during that was because
all of my people from all over had my back so lovingly well. Every day Mom is getting a little better,
though it's a whole new life now, and a lot of change
is underway for her. I could only leave (real life still
rolls on) because I saw first (and grateful) hand how
very sweetly she is being taken care of, both by the
lovely nurses and our friends.
I left Minnesota last night amid another blizzard.
I was a sobbing wreck, and even the airport security
guy was tender to me about it. That's Minnesota.
I awoke (after a long and crazy-delayed journey)
back in Venice, to sunshine and profound feelings of
gratitude. I came back to the news that my good

friend, Bobby Brown (The World's Greatest Wino) had
died from his battle with throat cancer. Another Venice
icon is gone. More than ever, I feel the truism that life
is short, and you honestly have to do your best to have
the best time you can, while you can. Venice friends that I didn't even know KNEW about my Mom's ordeal
- have stopped me every day, asking about her, and telling me to call if I need anything at all. People care. I
went to the beach to inhale the fresh sea air, and close
my eyes to give thanks ... for this life I've been given,
for the abundant love I've been shown, and for the people and places I call home. Gratitude is glory!
As truly hard as that week was - it was also deeply
beautiful. The humanity - that we were surrounded in
like a huge embrace - was a lesson in how to be a
friend. In how to live your life gratefully and positively.
If you've ever thought I was sappy and gushing about
that kind of stuff before ... well, now it's really on. For
all time.
Thank you, dear friends and family of mine, wherever you live. From the bottom of the Gronners' completely full (and on the mend!) hearts.

Family Literacy Day
By Krista Schwimmer
Some of my fondest memories of my early, childhood years are of my parents reading to me and my
brothers before bedtime. One such book was “Are You
My Mother,” by P.D. Eastman, about a lost, little bird.
My mother read this book to me so frequently that I
surprised her one day at the age of four by apparently
reading it to her. I had simply memorized it.
Imagine now that you are in a home where there
is not a single book. No fairy tales to hear as you drift
asleep; no shared memories of reading with any parent. Sadly, in California, this is too often the picture.
Ranked 48th in childhood literacy, California is in dire
need of help. Fortunately, three organizations are prepared to send in some troops: Raising A Reader, Sunset Lodge #369 Free & Accepted Masons, and the
Mystic Journey Bookstore. Armed with books, knowledge, and heart, they are ready to show the community
how we can not only face this situation, but ultimately
solve it.
On Saturday, June 1st, from 1 – 4 pm, Sunset Masonic Lodge and the Mystic Journey Bookstore are
proud to present Family Literary Day. The event will
be held at the lodge, located on 1720 Ocean Park
Boulevard in Santa Monica. This free event will bring
awareness to the amazing, national, literacy program
called Raising A Reader. The day will include a book
swap; a creative arts station; a model train display by
Group 160; and a celebrity panel, discussing the issue
of child literacy and children's literature. The panel
will include the local Venetian author and actor, Paul
Michael Glaser.
In 1999, Raising A Reader was created to help
lower income families of children aged 0 to 8 years
old “develop, practice and maintain home-based literacy routines critical for school success.” They do this

in a simple, effective way: by providing low-income
families with free books to take home. Having already
helped over one million children, this group's thirty
years of research shows that children do better in
school when the family is involved in their activities.
The most successful activity is that of families reading
books together.
Historically, Masons have championed public
education. Just in California, they have lobbied for
state-supported education and federal land grants;
helped create a free system of public education; and
created Public Schools Week. In the last four years,
the California Masonic foundation has provided more
than $5 million in educational scholarships and services to children.
Each year, the incoming Grand Master of Masons
in California chooses a charity to support. For not only
this year, but the next three years, the Grand Lodge
has chosen to support Raising A Reader. Along with
donating funds to the organization, the goal is to provide the Raising A Reader program to 250 California
kindergarten classrooms in the lowest performing
schools, reaching an estimated 6,000 children at risk.
Locally, to support the Grand Lodge's project,
Sunset Masonic Lodge, in coordination with The Mystic Journey Bookstore, has created Family Literacy
Day. This diverse and dynamic lodge has served the
Venice Beach, Santa Monica, West L.A., and surrounding areas for more than a century. For this event,
they reached out to the West Los Angeles area, starting
with Will Rogers Elementary and Grant Elementary
Schools. Ironically, although Raising A Reader was
founded in Redwood Shores, California, the West Los
Angeles region has been untouched until now.
The Mystic Journey Bookstore, founded in October 2008 by Jeffrey Segal, joins Sunset Masonic

Lodge in their efforts. The metaphysical bookstore is
located at 1624 Abbot Kinney Boulevard. Its mission
is not only “to spread light and love, to enlighten and
enliven, to intrigue and inspire,” but to “become a
leader in our community.” The two organizations plan
on promoting other charitable events together in the
future.
Victor Hugo writes that “to learn to read is to light
a fire; every syllable that is spelled out a spark.”
Please join Raising A Reader, Sunset Masonic Lodge
#369, and the Mystic Journey Bookstore on June 1st in
lighting a fire for children in California, one spark at a
time.
For further information about or to donate children's books for “Family Literacy Day,” please contact
John Stellar at 800-858-2712 or info@e-pr.com To
learn more about the other organizations, please visit
these websites: Sunset Lodge #369 F&AM,
www.sunsetmasoniclodge.org; The Mystic Journey
Bookstore, www.mysticjourneybookstore.com

Nutritional Warehouse
Lowest Prices in Town
*** John’s Specials ***
Wellness Formula – 40% Off
Protein Powder – 2 lbs. $14.99
Coconut Oil – 54 oz. $23.99
405 Lincoln Blvd. (2 blks. So. of Rose)
310-392-3636

Beware The Poem

Study of Marigolds

By Jim Smith

by Aryn Youngless

Oakwood Mothers

Beware the poem.
If you are seeking comfort
in clever words
you've come to the wrong place.

It's all a bit of mayhem
Craziness wrapped in cellophane,
Crispy and see through
And we run around in circles, lost
Confused by what has happened
And what hasn't happened at all
Then we wait for someone to guide us
What else it there to do?

this is dedicated to all those single Moms
trying so hard to raise their kids up
hold down a job or two
who sacrificed things they wanted for their kids
bought the kids new clothes before they bought
for themselves
the ones who believed the hype:
if you just get your kid through school
their future would be so bright
some of those kids never made it shot and killed by their neighborhood,
by the colors they wore and didn't wear
by being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Is this Venice? you ask
Hell, yeah it sure ain't the bedazzled coating they put on everything
behind all the glamor and the glitz
kids grew up in Oakwood, with not much money,
not nearly enough
the real stories are there to be found
single Moms, just barely out of their teens,
trying to raise their babies to be successful
when they didn't know what success looked like.
leaving their kids home alone so they could work
and make the rent
grandmothers and aunties filling in the gap
so proud of their kids and some of those kids are not here now,
since the gang war, kids were killed and taken away.
now people are being evicted, businesses are closing,
because of the greed taking over Venice.
this is our community, what's left of it.
the closing of businesses,
the evictions of people
people gone away, forced out of here by greed
the greed of the developers and politicians
now we're asked to vote for new politicians,
to replace the old ones
carpet-baggers, can't wait to get in on the money
taking away the flavor of our community
making everything cost so much
people can't afford to live here,
in their homes, in their spiritual homes.
single moms and their kids,
don't they deserve to live here?
their mamas lived here and their grandparents,
but not them
people becoming "displaced people" in their homeland
treated like the Palestinians in Israel
everyone forgets their history
but they were here first
and now Oakwood is filling up with white,
upwardly mobile screenwriters and actors,
leaving "ordinary people" with no place to stay.
apartheid of money, not skin color,
but the result is the same:
separation of people by income levels,
not skin color
so where is the "diversity" that Venice is so proud of?
it's priced out of the market, ok?
it can't be "diverse" when it looks all the same.
the yuppies with their expensive strollers
hey great, they are colonizing Venice
just as the Romans did to most of the planet
it's all gonna look the same it already does.

Beware the poem.
It is a stabbing light
that cuts through the thickest fog
And shows what we don't want to see.
Beware the poem.
It tears down the walls
that hide us from the truth
of the onrushing abyss.
Beware the poem.
It will find us
no matter how far
or how fast we run.
Beware the poem.
Its edges are knife sharp
and its essence

Untitled
She looks down and wonders
if she feels at peace.
She looks down and wonders
if she's what she needs.
She looks down and wonders
if she'll ever know.
She looks down and wonders
how fast she'll grow.
She looks down and wonders
if she'll sleep tonight.
She looks down and wonders
if she's doing it right.
She looks down and wonders
if she's in any pain.
She looks up and wonders
exactly the same.
For my mom, coincidentally on Mother's Day.
I love you.
By Emily Wood

order of merit
the scum rises also in the swine pool
that is the venerated joke
a pig in a proverbial poke
bought for some by yet some other fool
Christopher Mulrooney
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The absurdity is just
We are just, aren't we?
I am just, when I can be
And the world spins on
Befuddled, bemused, demoralized
Music swells
Everyone dances,
But the jagged coughs make my chest burn
How did we get here
Dizzied and confused
Fingers digging into the dirt
Grasping for the earth
As it spins us, like a rotor
Pasted to the wall,
The floor falls out from under our feet
We hang, groundless
Helplessly waiting for the something
The one thing, that should rescue us
From calamity and woes
Never realizing we have our own capes
We are our own heroes
Rise above the fraudulent imagery
Move past the intricately placed words
And we find, life
Spun into the duality of a cocoon
Warm and comforting
Hot and suffocating
Choices woven into the silken threads
We over look for we think should be
The something that never was
Rest, or panic
Meditate, or run
Stand alone, but stand strong
As you look to them, they look to you
The earth will spin, and they will dance
And the burning will fade with time
Is it real, or is it a dream?
It's before you, for you to decide
What will become of what was
And what will never be at all?
Inside the mayhem are the marigolds
Puffs of beauty and color
And in their simplicity, the answers lie
But you must sit and listen to the nothing
For as long as it my take
Minutes, hours, years
And then the answers will appear
Put on your blinders, then you will see

This Paper
Is A Poem

- Mary Getlein

12:51 Monday, April 15th, 2013, Adullam ..... The fence beyond my window is
alive With vernal growth, and barely time to save, Before the surface breaks
over the bow, Beginning the descent, to rest below. Or seated in a box at Ford's
Theater; A demon comes to visit from the rear. Supposing T.S. Eliot was right,
This Ides of April won without a fight. Capitulated, I, gave in to fear Of
tragedies to come. They'll find me here. Of blessings and of curses, I don't
know The one from other, opening my door. The lilacs in my churchyard shade my
grave, Like herald angels, singing me alive ..... Roger Houston

Like an Animal Without Faith
Believe and you shall, inevitably, become the object of fury and suffering when the entity
whom you allowed to seduce you and to whom you surrendered your will fails—despite the power
that you attributed to it—and does not satisfy your expectations of pleasure.
Believe in god and accept your suffering as the natural consequence of your sin and you will
satisfy his condition for being worthy of his love. This is the terrible condition that incites theist
belief.
Believe and suffer. Suffer and believe that your suffering has a value that you can exchange for
redemption. Your pain is your merit. This is the perverse tramp—created by the church and adopted
by the state—in which cardinals and senators exploit the ignorance (fear and impotence) and bury
humanity’s suffering.
The logical understanding that life is unsatisfactory leads to the conclusion that its impermanence is a condition that can not be altered by belief. Consequently, the human being who possesses
this knowledge is free to reconcile with the nakedness of its nature and endure the suffering required
to stay alive and die serenely, like an animal without faith.
—Humberto Gómez Sequeira-HuGóS, the Antigen
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A few more arguments against OPDs in Venice
By Nancy Williamson
If there is any GOOD reason to allow OPD's in
Venice, I have yet to hear it. For those with garages, I
suppose enforcement might make the landscape a little
prettier – but for those of us garage-less left to struggle
on a daily basis for parking spaces, give me one good
reason why I should be in favor of this inane proposal.
OPDs will not solve the parking problems – as no
one that I know of is looking for a space at 2AM. We
need spaces when we return for the day – usually between 5PM and 8PM. Only preferential resident parking would help this problem, but the Coastal Commission has ruled otherwise. Therefore, would it not be
inconsistent for the Coastal Commission to then allow
the OPD ordinance to pass?
Not to mention the additional hardship of now
having to pay for previously free parking on public
streets!

And, I would question, who pays for enforcing
this ordinance? If we don't hire additional parking
control officers, that would leave enforcement up the
the police, and they have better and more important
things to do! Perhaps the plan is to pay for additional
personnel with our permit fees – need I point out that if
that is the case, we would be paying to be further inconvenienced.
Where is the logic of the ordinance itself? Why are
the forbidden hours between 2AM and 5AM? Why
not between 1:30AM and 6:30AM? Or midnight to
7:00? What is so special about the AM hours of 2 and
5? I am totally worn down by the lack of accessible
parking in Venice and would love to be able to easily
park every time I come home, but as long as I choose
to live in a world-class tourist destination, this will
never happen. I do not see any reason to support a
measure which will do nothing to help me, which violates the spirit of what makes this such a special place,
and speaking selfishly, will definitely make my life
much worse!

Venice Loves You – NOPDs - continued from page 1
Presentations supporting OPDs at the VNC meeting were given by: Tamara Martin, Manager Analyst,
of Parking Permits Division for the Department of
Transportation; Arturo Pina, Councilperson Bill Rosendahl’s Chief of Staff; Jane Usher, from Carmen
Trutanich’s office.
During the Question and Answer section of the
meeting, the aforementioned speakers were allowed to
answer the public’s questions. However, following
Saltzberg’s suggestion, Ryavec became part of the
panel answering the public’s questions even though he
was the one who paid an attorney to come up with the
settlement that would establish OPDs, if approved.
Talk about conflict of interest.
Meanwhile, Linda Lucks, VNC President, chose
to recuse herself from the discussion concerning OPDs
following Ryavec’s request of an investigation of ethics violation concerning Lucks’s employment with the
Venice Community Housing Corporation, organization
which has opposed OPDs.

Although all those opposing OPDs were allowed
to talk at large, when a question was directed towards
Wan, who was against OPDs, Ryavec took over the
microphone and proceeded to answer the question
himself. Did he just make himself exempt from conflict of interest violations?
The public needs to build a strong stand against
Ryavec’s attempt to fool the public and the Coastal
Commission into something that was already denied
twice.
Send letters opposing OPDs in Venice addressed
to John (Jack) Ainsworth, Senior Deputy Director and
Teresa Henry, District Managerto, at the following
address: 45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000, San Francisco,
CA 94105-2219.
And come out to voice your opinion during the
June hearing, to be held on either June 12, 13 or 14 at
the Long Beach City Council Chambers, 333 W.
Ocean Blvd., Long Beach.

Barnyard Bullies – Continued from page 6
When I brought up to Kennedy how this seemed
very backhanded, and asked how it made her feel, she
stated, "It's his property, and I kind of understand why
he is being sneaky about it, as he probably does not
want to lose revenue till he is ready to set up his new
project, but he did something similar to Benice next
door, when he applied for a liquor license under the
pretenses of it being for the benefit of Benice. But
when the license went through, he gave the owner of
Benice the boot and then opened up The Barnyard. I
don't think I have much time left here."
This is one example of how this particular establishment is willing to mistreat its business neighbors,
but what about its employees? Is there any difference
in how they treat the locals that don't have something
The Barnyard wants, or stands in it's way? Tamra
Hernandez, a life long Venice resident, with a more
than qualified resume of restaurant experience, was
recently hired - and subsequently fired - by The Barnyard as a server. Hernandez is also putting herself
through school, and her hours for class are a bit demanding. When interviewed for the position, Hernandez informed her potential employer about her class
related schedule requirements. She had class till 4:00
pm, which means she could not be at the restaurant
any earlier then 4:45pm. The manager of The Barnyard, Celia Barber (wife to the Head Chef, Jesse Barber) had informed Hernandez that it would not be an
issue, as the Barnyard does not open till 5:00pm.
The first day on the clock, however, Mrs. Barber
decided Hernandez would do better as a hostess than
as a waitress, since she was not familiar with the selections of wine that could be paired with the food.
This normally would not be too big of a problem, except for the fact that the hostess needs to be at the
restaurant before opening to answer calls and take
reservations. This meant Hernandez would be late to
work every single day due to her school schedule.
Two days in to her new position as a hostess rather
than a server, Barber then demanded that Hernandez
not only hostess, but bus tables, run food for other
servers, and serve tables (the very task she had originally been hired to do but was then demoted due to
"lack of wine knowledge"). Then, on top of it all, de-

nied her any of the tips that were either put directly
into her hand, earned from customers she had personally catered to. After two weeks of being continuously
"late to work" due to the classes, Barber pulled Hernandez aside and shrewdly said to her, "I just don't
think you are a right fit here."
On paper, the reason Hernandez was let go was
because she was late for work, even though her boss
knew she had class till 4:00pm, and could not be at the
restaurant till 4:45pm. From Hernandez's perspective,
it had nothing to do with being late. In her mind, they
clearly wanted a certain kind of person, both in their
employment, and in their restaurant as customers.
Tamra, nor anyone she knew, did not fit the bill.
"What confuses me is this place strives to be local
and about the neighborhood, and they treated me like I
didn't belong," said Hernandez. "When friends of
mine, people I grew up with and I've known my whole
life, people from the neighborhood who saw me
through the window hosting, they would stop by to
say hello, and ask me about the food. Each time
someone I knew came by, I introduced them to Celia
and told her who they were and what they did, and she
would dismiss them as unimportant simply by the way
they looked. So much for a local hangout, when you
won't even acknowledge the locals."
I am not sure how many of you have graced the
website for The Barnyard's "About" section, but it has
since been greatly altered to only showcase the Head
Chef and Manager's credentials, but that is not what it
originally portrayed. I am willing to bet someone
pointed out how stuck up they sounded with the original content, and that's what prompted the change.
When I first looked at the website, I found it difficult
amid the hypocrisy and name dropping to not rip it
apart word for word A bigger person would be above
doing such a thing .... unfortunately for The Barnyard,
I am not that person.
The restaurant's now changed self defining review of how local restaurants should be run around
the neighborhood was nothing short of hilarious, especially when they openly criticized the other restaurants on Abbot Kinney, when they are a very similar
establishment. With its smug hipster aura, it's addi-

Ballerina Clown
- continued from page 7
Early in his career, he taught at the School of Visual Arts in New York. Later he taught at the California
Institute of the Arts, living, then, in a small funkadoodle apartment on the Venice boardwalk, there to soak
up – he told me – the lightness, brightness and energy
so different from the more muted tones of the east.
Though unimpressive, the dwelling boasted a beach
view from the window and outside the building’s front
entrance the eccentric accumulation of amusement
makers and vendors swirled and twirled like organisms
in a tide pool.
The Ballerina Clown was always a salute to those
gaudy habitués of Ocean Front Walk and – more
deeply – a psychological “resolution of opposites.” At
25 familiarity with the bi-gendered statue and greater
societal acceptance of sexuality as a continuum have
reduced some of its original outrageousness factor.
Today its symbolism may even be seen to have broadened, transmogrifying the sculpture into a visual celebration of diversity: that quintessential element at the
core of the Venice, California experience.
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tionally ironic seeing how Jessie Barber worked at The
Tasting Kitchen, which is located precisely on Abbot
Kinney.
The website verbally pumped itself up about the
building location, and how it's been a local spot since
the 60's, despite the fact Barnyard only moved in late
2012, and only opened this year. They have virtually
nothing to do with the memories or reputation the
property has obtained over the years to make it so
unique in the first place. The website actually bragged
about being located next door to the "Blue Grafitti
Box" aka Paper Scissors Rock, (the very building they
want to take over) and the graffiti art proudly displayed on the building. The art was specifically created FOR Paper Scissors Rock, and they dropped the
artist's name (Asylum), when he has never even spoken to any of the management of The Barnyard. The
site ranted about localism, when these very people
have given locals nothing but the cold shoulder and a
leering eye.
I laughed out loud when I read how the Head
Chef, Jessie Barber, creates dishes with "lack of pretension," but then in the next paragraph, he is described as a self proclaimed "purist" in terms of cuisine. He was not shy to flaunt that he had mentored
under Thomas Keller at The French Laundry (so much
for lack of pretension). There was also the selfproclaiming statement that it's a place to get "an honest
bite to eat." I had very hard time finding anything honest about The Barnyard. I have ordered beer from
there, and glanced at the menu. The prices were not
exactly affordable, nor did they seem simple. The service was less then accommodating, never mind friendly
towards me. My jaw dropped in disbelief at the very
end, when they insist to, "Come as you are." Clearly
only if you are to their liking, and look like you have
money.
This place screams of gentrification and social
elitism in some of the worst ways. It leeches off the
reputation and hard work of others that came before it.
It prides itself on including the neighborhood, while
stomping it flat into the ground. It cuts corners with
legalities to get ahead, while underhandedly misinforming their neighbors, who without proper facts,
can't even attempt to halt the process.
I guess all I have left to say about The Barnyard
and places like it is this ... Support your local shops,
not your local snobs.

Community Events – day by day
Wednesday, May 1
• 4pm - May Day. Southern CA Immigration
Coalition March. A stand for full legalization for
all! Olympic Blvd. and Broadway. Downtown Los
Angeles. Free.
• 1-7pm, Weds-Sun - A to B: Joe Hoyt.
Art exhibition. Aran Cravey. 1638 Abbot Kinney
Blvd. Free.

Tuesday, May 14
• 9-11:30am - Theatre Fare. Reading for Seniors.
Pacific Resident Theatre. Free.

Thursday, May 2
• 7-8:15pm - Candle Light Vinyasa Yoga. All levels
welcome. Venice Movement Art Center.
122 Lincoln Blvd. 1st class free.

Saturday, May 18
• 10-3pm - Ocean Friendly Garden
Installation Party #3. Hands-on workshop
transforming front lawn into an ocean friendly
garden. Bring shovels, gloves, hats and
sunscreen. Refreshments will be provided!
Beyond Baroque. Free.
• 11am-7:30pm - Venice Spring Fling. Live music,
dance and art festival off the Venice boardwalk.
Windward Plaza Park, 1 Windward Ave. Free.
• 5pm - As It Is On Earth. Peter Wheelwright
reading about an eccentric son of New England.
Beyond Baroque. Free, donations are welcome.
• 7-9pm - High Five. 5 year anniversary group
show. Art exhibition. C.A.V.E. Gallery.
1108 Abbot Kinney Blvd. Free.

Friday, May 3
• 6pm - First Friday. Food Trucks. Abbot Kinney
Blvd. Crowds.
• 9pm - High Voltage: Sense of Tumor by Susan
Lynch with Culp, Home Project by Melanie
McGary. Performance series in dance, theater,
multi-media and music. Electric Lodge. Free.
Saturday, May 4
• 10am-5pm - Venice Garden and Home Tour.
A tour of 30 eclectic homes within blocks of Abbot
Kinney Blvd. 1016 Pleasant View Ave. Tickets in
advance $60, tickets at door $70, children under
12 years of age free.
• 6-8pm - Amanda Demme. Photography. Obsolete.
222 Main St. Free.
Sunday, May 5
• 7am-3pm - 1st Annual East of Walgrove, West
of Beethoven, South of Rose, North of Venice
Community Yard Sale. Over 30 homes
participating. Starting point for maps and
directions, 2136 Walnut Ave.
• 8am-12pm - Firefighters Pancake Breakfast.
Come and support your neighborhood fire station.
Firestation tour, coloring table for kids, food, music
and more! Firestation 63. 1930 Shell Ave.
• 10am-12pm - Surfrider Foundation Beach Clean
Up. Bring your garden gloves, reusable water
bottle, friends, family and foam to recycle. South
side of Venice Beach Pier. Free.
• 2-10pm - The Spirit Of Freedom Cinco de Mayo
Fundraiser. Live music, food, arts and crafts.
733 Brooks Ave. All proceeds go to the Mildred
Cursh Foundation. $10.
Monday, May 6
• 7:30pm - Max 10 Performance Laboratory.
Performance pieces no longer than 10 minutes
performed by various artist. Electric Lodge.
$10 suggested admission.
Tuesday, May 7
• 7-10pm - Not Safe For Work. Comedy Central
& CleftClips stand-up comedy at The Del Monte
Speakeasy. Townhouse. 52 Windward Ave.
No Cover.
Wednesday, May 8
• 7-10pm - Suzy Williams. Singer/songwriter, live
music. Danny’s Deli. No cover.
Friday, May 10
• 8pm - Mason’s Noise Parlour. Music, words and
poetry from the young adult community. Beyond
Baroque. Free, donations are welcome.
Saturday, May 11
• 7-11pm - Paddy Wilkins/Colorform.
Photography exhibition. Curio Studio & Collection.
324 Sunset Ave. Free.
Sunday, May 12
• Happy
Mother’s Day!
• 7:30pm - Niki
Cavat: The
Braille That Is
Love. A
Mother’s Day
show, poetry
readings collaborated with
her mother,
painter Irma
Cavat. Beyond
Baroque. Free,
donations are
welcome.
• 3pm and 8pm My Mother’s
Keeper. A play
by Jane Press.
Electric Lodge.
$28

Venice Spring Fling, 2012

Wednesday, May 15
• 10:15-11:15am - Adult Yoga. Hatha yoga, bring a
mat, open to all levels. Abbot Kinney Public
Library. Free.

Sunday, May 19
• 11am-5:45pm - Venice Art Walk & Auctions.
A celebration for Venice Family Clinic. Artists/
architects open their studios and homes and over
300 artists donate their work to ensure that
neighbors in need have access to health care.
Venice neighborhood. theveniceartwalk.org, All
proceeds go to the Venice Family Clinic. $50.
Monday, May 20
• 7-10:30pm - Mozaic Open Mic. Open to all.
Talking Stick. No cover.
Tuesday, May 21
• 6:30-10:30pm - VNC Board Meeting. Always
open to the public. Westminster School. Free.
Thursday, May 23
• 6-8pm - littlewhitehead. Craig Little and Blake
Whitehead, art exhibition. Marine Contemporary.
1733-A Abbot Kinney Blvd. Free.
Saturday, May 25
• 7:30pm and 9pm - Venice Souvenir.
A documentary about Venice Beach, by Harris XX.
Beyond Baroque. Free, but donations are welcome.
• 1pm - Eric the Trainer’s Flip ‘n Smash Festival.
Sumo wrestling, martial arts and brick & board
smashing. Ocean Front Walk on the basketball
courts. Free.
Sunday, May 26
• 3-6pm - Lillian Abel, Susan Feldman Tucker
and Karrie Ross. Art Exhibition. Altered Space
Gallery. 1221 Abbot Kinney Blvd. Free.
• 7pm - 7 Dudley Cinema: Matt McCormick
Films. Documentaries focus on the sublime decay
of contemporary culture and the landscape, both
urban & rural. Beyond Baroque. Free, donations
are welcome.
Monday, May 27
• 10am-1pm - Muscle Beach International Classic
& Armed Forces Championship. Bodybuilding
competition show. Venice Recreation Center.
1800 Ocean Front Walk. Free
Thursday, May 30
• 6-8pm - Juan Uslé. Art exhibition, paintings.
L.A. Louver. 45 N. Venice Blvd. Free.
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Location Guide
• Abbot Kinney Public Library, 501 S. Venice
Blvd. 310-821-1769, fovl.org
• Beyond Baroque, 681 Venice Blvd.
310-822-3006, www.beyondbaroque.org
• Danny’s Deli, 23 Windward Ave.
310-566-5610, dannysvenice.com
Electric
Lodge, 1416 Electric Ave.
•
310-306-1854, electriclodge.org
• G2 Gallery, 1503 Abbot Kinney Blvd.
310-452-2842, theg2gallery.com
• Hal’s Bar and Grill, 1349 Abbot Kinney
Blvd. 310-396-3105, halsbarandgrill.com
• Oakwood Recreation Center, 757 California
Av. 310-452-7479
• Pacific Resident Theatre, 703½ Venice
Blvd, 310-822-8392,
pacificresidenttheatre.com
• SPARC - Social and Public Art Resource
Center, 685 Venice Blvd. 310-822-9560
x15, sparcmurals.org
• Talking Stick Coffee Lounge, 1411c
Lincoln Blvd. 310-450-6052,
thetalkingstick.net
• Vera Davis Center, 610 California Ave.
310-305-1865
• Westminster Elementary School, 1010
Abbot Kinney Blvd. (enter auditorium
from Westminster Ave) 310-606-2015

Ongoing Events
COMPUTERS
• 2:30pm - Student/Homework Zone. Computers,
iPads, homework resources and a trained computer
aide to assist students grade 4-12. Mon-Fri.
Abbot Kinney Public Library.
• Tues/Weds 8:30-6pm, Thurs/Friday 8:30-5pm.
Free Computer Use. Vera Davis Center.
FOOD
• Every Tuesday 10am, Thursday 12:30pm, Friday
1pm - Free Food Distribution. Vera Davis Center.
• Sign up for Food Stamps (EBT Cards).
Vera Davis Center. Call for date and time.
310-305-1865.
• 4pm - Saturdays through Wednesday: New Life
Society Free Feedings. OFW & Dudley.
• 1:30pm - Thursday: Hare Krishna Free
Feedings. OFW & Sunset.
KIDS
• 11:30am - Toddler Storytime. Every Wednesday.
Abbot Kinney Public Library. Free.
FILMS
• 7-10pm - 7 Dudley Cinema. Dialogue on films,
art culture and politics. Fourth Sundays.
Beyond Baroque. Free.
MUSIC
• 8pm-12am - Hal’s Bar and Grill features Live
Jazz. Sunday and Monday nights. No cover.
• 6-10pm - Venice Street Legends. Venice Bistro,
OFW & Dudley. Friday nights. Free.
MISCELLANEOUS
9-11:30am
Theater
reading for senior citizens
•
with PRT theater artists. Second Tuesday of the
month. Pacific Resident Theater. Free.
• 9-4pm - Venice High School Flea Market.
Antiques, crafts, collectibles, toys, jewelry, cloths.
2nd Saturday of every month. 13000 Venice Blvd.
•7-11am - Venice Farmers Market. Fruits,
vegetables, flowers and coffee. Every Friday.
500 North Venice Blvd.
•7-10pm - MOM: Meditations On Media.
3rd Wednesdays. Beyond Baroque. Free.
• 11:30am-2:30pm – The Venice Oceanarium
(a museum without walls). Venice Pier. Every
Sunday, weather permitting. Free.
•8:30am - Bus Token Distribution. First 40 people in line will receive a free bus token.
POETRY
•2pm - Soap Box Open Mic. Bring your words,
sign up beings at 1:45pm, five-minute limit.
Second Sundays. Beyond Baroque. Free.
POLITICAL AWARENESS
•7:30pm, Monday - Occupy Venice General
Assembly. Meetings. Bohemian Exchange.
1358 AKB. Free.

